
to and from school

GROUP 3: 
An adult, you don’t know starts 
pulling you in a certain direction.
What do you do?  

GROUP 1: 
You walk past a house with a big 
scary barking dog.
What do you do?
 

GROUP 4: 
Crossing a road with no zebra 
crossing then you see a car 
coming.
What do you do?  

GROUP 2: 
An adult, you don’t know asks 
you for directions.
What do you do? 

ACTIVITY 3: WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
Cut out the rectangles and hand out to 4 groups in your class. 
Students have 5 minutes to discuss what they would do in each given situation then role play in front of the class. 
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ACTIVITY 3: WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
Cut out the rectangles and hand out to 4 groups in your class. 
Students have 5 minutes to discuss what they would do in each given situation then role play in front of the class. 

GROUP 3: 
You are sitting on the bus and the 
person next to you starts talking 
to you?
What do you do?  

GROUP 1: 
You loose your way and you 
don’t know which way to go.
What do you do?
 

GROUP 4: 
Your bike gets a puncture on the 
way to school.
What do you do?  

GROUP 2: 
You miss your bus and the next 
one will make you late.
What do you do? 
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ACTIVITY 2: INDEPENDENT TRAVEL CONSIDERATIONS
Using the following modes, what do you have to consider when travelling to and from school? Write your answer below.

GROUP 3: SCOOTERINGGROUP 1: WALKING

GROUP 4: USING PUBLIC TRANSPORTGROUP 2: CYCLING
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GROUP 3: SCOOTERING
- knowing the time required to scooter to school,
- knowing what is appropriate behaviour,

- knowing the safest route,
- knowing road safety,
- wearing safety equipment,
- knowing what is a safe    
   distance.

- knowing the time required to cycle to school,
- knowing what is appropriate behaviour,

- knowing the safest route,
- knowing road safety,
- wearing safety equipment,
- knowing what is a safe   
 distance.

GROUP 1: WALKING
- knowing the time required to walk to school,
- knowing the safest route,
- knowing road safety,
- knowing what is appropriate behaviour,
- knowing what is a safe distance. 

GROUP 4: USING PUBLIC TRANSPORT
- knowing the time required to take the bus to school,
- knowing what is appropriate behaviour,
- knowing the route to the bus stop,
- knowing road safety,
- knowing what is a safe 
   distance.

GROUP 2: CYCLING

ACTIVITY 2: INDEPENDENT TRAVEL CONSIDERATIONS
Using the following modes, what do you have to consider when travelling to and from school? Write your answer below.

to and from school

public bus school bus

Other mode of travel:

walking with an adult

cycle scooter

walking with a friend walking alone

1. How did you travel to school today?
 Circle an answer or write your answer below.

REFLECTION SURVEY 
2. How can you actively travel to and from  
 school tomorrow? Write your answer below.

4. What can you do to actively travel to and  
 from school? Tick the answer/s that relate to you.

 I can speak to my parents.
 I can learn about road safety.
 I can take an active role in my health and well-being.
 I can speak to my friends, so we can do it together. 

3. Which of these reasons, do you agree with?
 Tick the answer/s that relate to you.

 I don’t know the way to school.
 I don’t feel safe to travel alone.
 It’s too far away.
 The streets are too dangerous.
 I don’t own a bike.
 I have to take more than one bus.
 I can do it, no problem. 

Family Challenge

public bus

cycle

scooter

walking 

your school

You with your family members are to design a big, colourful map 
of your walk or ride to school.
It could start at your home or a part-way drop-off point. You 
might need to travel the route a few times first!
Criteria you could include:
- the total distance in kilometers,
- images of obstacles eg: scary dog, 
- images of landmarks eg: a big old tree, 
- actual route,
- road signage eg: zebra crossing or a stop sign,
- useful tips for certain locations,
- people you know on your route,
- an experience you had along the way,

As a family you might like to discuss: 
- road safety, 
- the easiest route to school,
- appropriate behaviour in public spaces, 
- the things you see, smell, hear and feel on the way,
- people you may encounter along the way,
- how to respond to dangerous situations,
- safe places along the route,
- the importance of independent travel to school,
- how your parents travelled to school.

Display your map somewhere at home and work out how you’ll 
fit the walk or ride into your family routine.
Remember that even a day or two a week makes a difference to your 
health, mood, the environment and school traffic. 


